HOW TO READ AN ILLUSTRATED PARTS LIST
Your IPL (Illustrated Parts List) will have a title page with the following details

Name of the fire
The year the fire was manufactered
The different colours available
There is a part number issued for each different colour
*See note below
Fuel Type is the kind of wood that can be burned in this fire

This item number refers to the whole fire, it differs depending on the colour of the fire you purchase

Each different colour is given its own suffix, please see the table below
This is to be used when purchasing parts
*Parts such as panel will need to be ordered based on the colour of your fire
For example if you need a side panel for your Matt Black Enamel fire you would order the part number
with E01 at the end
Eg: Top Panel part number for a Matt black fire is 994201 E01

This colour key is on the back of each IPL

Diagram for the fire panels, door and pedestal
Once you have determined which part you need from the diagram, refer to the parts list
For example if you needed a right hand side panel for a Matt Black enamel fire
Each part is given its own number on a diagram, once you indentify what part you require
refer to the parts list

See below, a side panel in the diagram is number 4
On the parts list this is part ID 994203 you will now need to determine which colour
model this refers to, as per the key on the back page. Matt Black is E01
So the part number you need to order is 994203 E01

This Model number also
refers to the part number
for the whole fire

Side Panel is number 4

Please note to determine the left or right hand side of the fire, this is taken from when
you are standing in front of the fire facing the door.

Diagram of the internal parts of the fire, Airslide, baffle, bricks and firebox

The next diagram will be of the internal parts of your fire, as with your previous diagram,
determine which part you require then refer to the number on the parts list to get the
part ID for you to order

Where there is no suffix
option, means there is no
colour selection as the
part does not have to
match the colour of your
fire

The rest of your document will have the same format with a diagram
followed by the parts list

Diagram of the internal firebox
Your next diagram will be of the internal fire box.
As with the others just match the number from the part you are looking for
then refer to the parts list for the part ID to order.

Diagram for Door assembly
Your next diagram will be of the internal fire box.
As with the others just match the number from the part you are looking for
then refer to the parts list for the part ID to order.

OPTIONAL SALES KIT
In this instance you can order the parts as a kit or the individual components on there own.
You can order the separate components individually
Item Number 13, part number: C20mmlt
Or Item Number 8 part number : 584591
Or you can order the kit which is the number 8 and 13 assembled
This will have a new part number so you would refer to item 14, part number 784591

Back page
The below lists are on the back of every IPL

This list gives you the part numbers of the products not drawn in your IPL as essentially they are
sheets of paper or parts that are self explanatory.

This list is a description of the enamel, paint or powder coat finishes, this is used to
ensure your replacement part is the correct colour for your fire the code is to follow the part
number of the product you are ordering
Eg: Top Panel part number for a Matt black fire, the part number you will need to order is 994201 E01

